The normal-state transport properties are studied in the Bux-binding phase of the t-J model within the framework of gauge theory. We 6nd that the resistivity is linearly temperature dependent with a relaxation rate 5/r 2k~T We . also show that the Hall coefficient involves a second relaxation rate and the cotangent Hall angle follows a T law. Furthermore, the thermopower exhibits a strong-doping dependence. All these features are in good agreement with the transport measurements of the high-T copper-oxide compounds. like in a semion system. But the time-reversal (T) and parity (P) symmetries, which are usually violated in a &actional statistics system, are found to be restored due to the cancellation between the charge and spin degrees of &eedom.
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After several years efforts since the discovery of the x p"((u+ 0)P" (q, 0), (7) in which n(A} = (e~-1) and P" = -2ImD" A typical curve of rl($) as a function of ( is also presented in the inset of Fig. 1 
The corresponding relaxation rate is h/r, 2k~T, in which the coefficient is independent of the coupling strength but with a weak doping dependence (cf. Fig.   1 ). When [ur~&& k~T, one also has h/r, oc~u (. All of them agree well with the optical measurements. Generally one expects to see a small T upturn in (9) from pg at a sufficiently high temperature.
Hall effect Now apply . the external magnetic field n'"t u'"t will solely act on the h species since there is no internal transverse gauge field in (1) to transfer the effect to p and q species. One may use the kinetic equation to write down the o8'-diagonal coefficient p"" for h species in the form p" = ph, and p""= -ph~07h where the cyclotron &equency uH could dier &om the bare one by an enhanced cyclotron mass mH. This is due to the fact that in the presence of the external magnetic field, a wave packet of holon h has to drag the wave packets of the p and q together to go through the cyclotron motion. This drag force cannot make the p and q species performing a coherent cyclotron motion in the external magnetic field but will enhance the effective cyclotron mass of the h species since p and q are confined in the LLL and thus their e8'ective masses are very large. Such a big cyclotron mass is in contrast to the longitudinal transport masses discussed before. Note that the electric field can be directly applied to both the p and q species inside their orbitals which changes the latter into q'(k~T) / In conclusion, we have shown that the Lagrangian (1), describing the composite holon excitation in the fIuxbinding phase, can systematically explain the main features of the anomalous transport properties (the resistivity, the Hall effect, and the thermopower) in the normal state of the high-T superconductors. In order to explore other normal-state properties, one needs also to include the spin excitation which has been decoupled &om the charge component in the Qux-binding phase and will be discussed elsewhere.
